Experience a
Wealth of Choice
IGT’s diversity™ multigame

Line Action Games:

Casino Classics Games:

Thriller Jackpot Games:

View game play details at igt.com

All games below are included in the THE WINNING COMBINATION game suite!
• In LINE ACTION players may choose between the following core games:
Dive into the beautiful underwater world of
KING OF ATLANTIS™. Stacked symbols
and GIGANTIC WILDS™ give players the
chance for great wins. The Poseidon Free
Spins Bonus is triggered by the Gigantic Wild
and the Bonus symbol.

Explore the mysteries around the magic Ice
Queen in ICY WILDS™. Stacks of high value
symbols appear frequently, turning a full reel
wild for the next purchased game. In combination with the 4-fold top paying symbol this game
offers a very high chance for awesome wins.

Meet the majestic Tiger which acts as the top
symbol as well as a two-position high wild
symbol in GOLDEN JUNGLE™. Each Statue
symbol will activate a Wild icon displayed
above the reel. Collecting 4 icons turns the
entire reel wild for 3 spins.

KNIGHT‘S TALE™ welcomes you to the
Middle Ages. All Knights act as wilds for all
symbols. Golden Knights will goldify all Black
Knights on the same reel. Each Golden Knight
collected awards a bonus game. These bonus
games can be played at any time at any bet.

• In CASINO CLASSICS players may choose between the following core casino games:
You‘re guaranteed a howling good time with
the frequent Wild symbol action on this
5-reel, 40-payline game that showcases the
spirit of the American Southwest. Multiple
Wild symbols next to each other on the same
reel strip allows for bigger wins.

Emerge victorious with the TREASURES OF
TROY™ game! This unique 4x5 configuration
offers 40 paylines with additional MultiWay®
wagering, 20 independent reels, wild symbols,
and an exciting free spins bonus.

This game features classic CLEOPATRA® art
and traditional Egyptian symbols of wealth that
players know and love. When three or more
Sphinx symbols land in any position, players
are awarded a free games bonus.

In the beautiful underwater theme MYSTICAL
MERMAID™ players will meet the mermaids
and their underwater friends. The four different
mermaids act as the top and wild symbols.
In combination with the Chest symbol the
mermaids also trigger the Free Spins Bonus.

• THRILLER JACKPOTS features these proven top-performing VOLCANO ISLAND™ standalone progressive titles:
SPHINX WILD™ features a stacked symbol
approach combined with the Golden Mask
Surrounding Wild Feature. Pyramid scatter
symbols trigger the Free Games Bonus
selection screen.
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In MOVING MOMENTS™ players can
experience the “WILD STAYS, MOVES, AND
PAYS“, feature, where a stacked wild moves one
reel to the right when choosing the same bet
option in the next spin.

